HOOD RIVER, OREGON

THE HEIGHTS
– CRAFTING OUR VISION –

Sept. 24, 2018
Report By: Dan Burden, Blue Zones, LLC
Funded by: The Oregon Community Foundation

THE PROCESS: WALKSHOP AGENDA
 Keep both streets one way but reduce each
to one travel lane and add protected bike
lanes
 Return both streets to 2 way traffic, maintain
speeds through design at 20 mph

 Return 13th to 2-way traffic, keep 12th St one
way but reduce to one way (Batesville Ark
example)
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THE HEIGHTS: PROBLEM AREAS
Solutions at one site or in one corridor are tied to the
system as a whole. This report recommends that each
site be informed by the full system. Although other areas
were seen as problems, there is unanimous community
agreement that the following areas require attention:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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May Street and 17th Street
May Street and 13th Street
May Street and 12th Street
Belmont Avenue and 13th Street
Belmont Avenue and 12th Street
Split of 12th and 13th Streets
The length of May Street
The length of 13th Street
The length of 12th Street
Portions of Belmont Avenue
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THE HEIGHTS: OUR CANVAS
12th and 13th Streets each run about
9,500 vehicles per day. If not interrupted
by signals or other operations, a single
lane handles up to 18,000 vehicles per
day. Thus, both 12th and 13th Streets
could operate with a single lane in each
direction, or even a single lane. The key
to returning to a two way operation is to
fix key intersections.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: 12TH STREET
The current design
rewards the long, regional
trip and at the expense of
neighborhood livability.
The design approach
applied to 12th and 13th
Streets builds
transportation through the
neighborhood, while the
focus today is on building
neighborhoods through
transportation.
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Street is long and fast

Utilities are ugly

Poor crosswalk markings

Pedestrians
are hidden
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: 12TH STREET

12th St

12th Street from May Street to Belmont Avenue runs
about 1,600 feet as a 2-lane one-way street. Block
lengths are short (300 feet) which is ideal for controlling
speed at intersections, and maximizing walking. Streets
are 40 foot wide, curb-to-curb, with parking on both
sides in most locations. Many crossings are poorly
marked. Lack of curb extensions makes street crossings
difficult. Sidewalks are mostly urban form, and there are
no bike lanes. Daily traffic volumes are 9,000 VPD. A
single lane is capable of handling up to 18,000 VPD, so
there are more lanes than needed. The posted speed is
25mph.
QUESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS:
• What is the best way to retain or add on street
parking, keep speeds low, maximize pedestrian
crossings and allow businesses to thrive?
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: 12TH STREET

Motorist backing over sidewalk

Bicyclists forced into risky places

Successful businesses

Long rifle barrel feel to streets

Long crossings, poorly marked

Well organized sidewalk spaces
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: MAY STREET
May Street, from 18th Street to 12th Street, runs approximately
1,800 feet as a 2-lane, plus 3rd lane at some intersections. It is
an east/west roadway, 40 feet wide, curb-to-curb, and speeds
are moderate in most areas. In most portions, street trees are
missing. Many roadway travel lanes are too wide. Sidewalks
are often attached to curbs, narrow in some locations, and
often uncomfortable. Bike lanes are limited to a few areas,
primarily in front of the middle school. The posted speed is
25mph.
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QUESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Focus on the intersections
• Narrow travel lanes to 10 feet
• Complete the sidewalk system
• Determine whether night time lighting is adequate
• Widen and complete bike lanes and add buffers when
space permits
• Move some off-street parking to on-street parking to better
use space and further slow traffic
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: 13TH STREET
13th Street from May Street to Belmont Avenue runs
about 1,600 feet as a 2-lane one-way street. Block lengths
are short (300 feet) which is ideal for controlling the
speed at intersections, and maximizing walking. Streets
are 40 foot wide, with parking on both sides in most
locations. With on-street parking, lack of curb extensions
and poorly marked crosswalks, makes street crossings
difficult. Sidewalks are mostly attached, and there are no
bike lanes. Daily traffic volumes are 9,000 VPD. A single
lane is capable of handling up to 18,000 VPD, so this lane
assignment is quite flexible. The posted speed is 25mph.
13th St

QUESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS:
• What is the best way to retain/add on street parking,
keep speeds low, maximize pedestrian crossings and
allow businesses to thrive?
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: 13TH STREET & MAY STREET INTERSECTION
This un-signalized intersection is the most important
and challenging to address in The Heights
Neighborhood. Pedestrians crossing 13th traverse 65
feet, dealing with multiple threats. The channelized
right turn island and ramp are a special problem.
QUESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS:
• What is the best way to address crossing 13th?
• Will a modern roundabout fit in this intersection?
• Is the best way to address this awkward
intersection by converting the one way couplet
system?
• Short term, build a Boulder-style pork chop island
(see page 33 for details).
• Longer term, build a roundabout (which likely
requires some corner modifications).
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THE CORRECT USE OF RIGHT-TURN SLIP LANES
While right-turn slip lanes are generally a negative
facility from the pedestrian perspective due to the
emphasis on easy and fast vehicle travel, they can be
designed to be less problematic. At many arterial street
intersections, pedestrians have difficulty crossing due
to right turn movements and wide crossing distances.
Well designed right-turn slip lanes provide pedestrian
crossing islands within the intersection and a right-turn
lane that is designed to optimize the right turning
motorist's view of the pedestrian and of vehicles to
their left. Pedestrians are able to cross the right-turn
lane and wait on the refuge island for their walk signal.
Boulder, Colorado has advanced the state-of-the-art by
installing a series of well designed right-turn slip lanes.
Treatments include a raised island and an approach
angle of 55-60 degrees.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT:
HTTP://WWW.PEDBIKEINFO.ORG/PLANNING/FACILITIES_CROSSINGS_SLIPLANE.CFM

PHOTO SIMULATION: DAN BURDEN
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: 12TH STREET & MAY STREET INTERSECTION
This signalized tee-intersection is tasked with two
staggered turns, one onto 13th street where two-way
operations begin Northbound, and another onto 12th
Street to the north. Pedestrians crossing May Street
traverse 55 feet. Those crossing 12th Street cross 67
feet, and are exposed to multiple turning threats.
QUESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Short term, apply a Pedestrian Lead Interval so
that pedestrians cross first
• Build a crossing median island across 12th Street
• Apply a Boulder-style channelized right turn island
• Longer term, go back to two-way streets and apply
a roundabout at this intersection
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Existing Conditions: BELMONT AVENUE & 13TH STREET
This complex 4-legged intersection has stop
controls for those using Belmont Avenue.
Traffic on 13th Street proceeds without
stopping. Pedestrians crossing 13th Street
east/west are exposed for 60 feet. To cross
Belmont Avenue, pedestrians traverse 43
feet. From an aesthetic point of view, this is
an unwelcoming sea of asphalt due to street
widths and off-street parking.
QUESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Crosswalks are poorly marked, and could
be immediately upgraded to
international or ladder style crossings.
• The intersection is unwelcoming, and is a
poor gateway entry into The Heights
Neighborhood.
• A roundabout should be considered.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS: BELMONT AVENUE & 12TH STREET
Belmont Avenue and 12th Street is a 4-legged
un-signalized intersection, with stop controls
facing Belmont Avenue. Pedestrians are only
invited to cross on two of the four legs of the
intersection. This partial crossing support
condition maximizes conflicts with vehicles.
QUESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Crosswalks are poorly marked, and could
be immediately upgraded to ladder style
crossings.
• The intersections is unwelcoming, and is a
poor entry into The Heights neighborhood.
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
Likely, The Heights neighborhood will not be able to make all of the following changes, and some ideas may fail
an engineering analysis, but when applied, all will enhance the walkability, livability, prosperity, health and
worth of the community:
• Bring the Target Speeds of May, 13th and 12th Streets down to 20 mph.
• Add curb extensions on 12th, 13th and May Streets in identified areas.
• Add new on-street parking on wider side streets.

• Convert the “B” side of 12th Street, turning alleys into attractive places. Study Northville, Michigan for
their approach to ”B” side alley designs and operations.
• Many sidewalk sections of 12th and 13th Streets are in need of repair.

• Study the intersections of 12th 13th and May Streets for roundabouts.
• Add gateway features onto 12th and 13th Streets.
• Return to two-way streets, or convert to a single lane and add other features(parking, bike lanes).
JUNE 2018
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL STREETS
The most successful neighborhood districts apply the following principles and practices to activate, transform
and reform their commercial streets :
• Streets have low speeds, generally 15-20mph.
• 10 feet is the default lane width for streets posted at 40mph or less.
• Places are needed to cross the street each 300 feet.
• Reduce street and driveway crossing exposures.
• Slow traffic at intersections, but keep it moving.
• Manage parking, and try not to give it away.
• Take advantage of side streets, alleys and parallel streets.

• Engage people at each store front.
• Create place through continuous joy and engagement.
JUNE 2018
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ONE-WAY TO TWO-WAY
STREET CONVERSION

TWO-WAY STREETS ARE COMING BACK

Decades ago, the decision to convert traffic operations to a one-way couplet system in The Heights neighborhood was
deemed acceptable by many, since it made travel out of the neighborhood or through the neighborhood into other parts of
Hood River easier. Now that shop owners and residents seek modal options in lieu of cars trips, they are willing to accept
changes that add another minute or two when they must drive through The Heights.
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BENEFITS OF OPERATING TWO-WAY STREET SYSTEMS
After 50 years of converting many streets to one-way operations,
largely to induce higher speed and traffic efficiency, the shift back to
two-way operations is becoming universal. Why?
• Livability: Vehicles stop less and yield less on one-way streets, which
is hard for bicyclists and pedestrians.
• Navigation: One-way street networks are confusing for drivers,
which leads to more vehicle-miles traveled; they also make it tough
for bus riders to locate stops for a return trip.
• Safety: Speeds tend to be higher on one-way streets, and some
studies suggest drivers pay less attention on them because there's
no conflicting traffic flow.
• Economics: Local businesses believe that two-way streets increase
visibility by slowing traffic and making it easier to park.
• Congestion: Two-way operations cause less congestion. One-ways
generate significant (up to 30% more traffic) as motorists are forced
into additional travel to get to where they want to be.
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The typical metric of traffic is vehicle flow —
which amounts, more or less, to standing on the
corner and counting how many cars go by. Flow is
high on one-way streets because there's little
reason for cars to slow down. But flow doesn't
take into account the fact that traveling through
one-way street systems often means taking a
circuitous route, which adds distance to every
trip, and more traffic.
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TARGET SPEED
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USE 15-20 MPH TARGET SPEEDS IN DOWNTOWNS AND NEIGHBORHOODS

Higher speeds increase the likelihood and severity of crashes while
lower speeds improve safety and comfort for everyone, especially
people walking and cycling. Survival for pedestrians and bicyclists is
directly tied to vehicular speed. Why would we want motorists to put
themselves and others in danger when we know the impacts of
inducing higher speeds through outdated design practices?
JUNE 2018
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DESIGN FOR TARGET SPEED
Design streets using target speed, the speed
you intend for drivers to go, rather than
operating speed. The 85th percentile of
observed target speeds should fall between
10–30 mph on most urban streets. For many
shopping streets, the target speed should fall
into the range of 15-20 mph.
Higher speeds are exponentially more lethal,
more threatening, they reduce the desire by
motorists to yield to people crossing the
street, make it more difficult to park and unpark, and they reduce the desire to be on
that street. The design of streets induces a
certain range of speed. In urban areas, a
forgiving design can increase crashes by
creating comfort for higher end speeds.
JUNE 2018
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WHAT IS THE TARGET SPEED OF THIS STREET?

What speeds are induced by this design?
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IMAGE LOCATION:
NORD AVENUE
CHICO, CALIFORNIA
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BICYCLING TOOLS

PROTECTED BIKE LANES
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ONE-WAY, SINGLE LANE MAIN STREETS

Before

After

Batesville, Arkansas had lost its luster following decades of
downtown neglect. Our mission was to find a low cost way to kick
start a downtown revival. We realized that motorists were using the
two-lane one-way system to speed through town. Rather than
eliminate the one-way, to maximize parking, we reduced the street
to a single lane, and switched the parking each block to create new
areas of green. All traffic signals were removed, which paid for much
of the needed changes.

Today Batesville’s downtown is adding new businesses each
year. Most stores have increased their retail trade 30% of more.
A people-first approach to downtown, and an emphasis on
restoring place made all the difference.

85
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INTERSECTION TOOLS

PROVIDE GATEWAYS INTO THE DOWNTOWN
AND THE HEIGHTS NEIGHBORHOOD
An important step to
honor pedestrians and
to bring speeds and
motorist behaviors into
acceptable levels is to
provide distinctive
gateways. A district
gateway more than pays
its way by making clear
which portions of town
are being celebrated as
authentic historic,
cultural or other places
of emphasis. Today Hood
River’s best qualities are
kept under cover.
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IMAGE LOCATIONS:
1. SANTA BARBARA,
CALIFORNIA
2. VANCOUVER,
B.C.
3. LAKE OSWEGO,
OREGON
4. HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN

PHOTOVISION: TODD CLEMENTS
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CURB EXTENSIONS (BUMP OUTS)

Curb extensions reduce the
crossing distance for pedestrians
by 44 feet at this intersection in
Venice, Florida

Curb extensions, or bumb-outs, place pedestrians out from behind parked
cars, improving sightlines and reducing crossing distances. Curb extensions
create compact intersections that promote walking and make the
intersection operate more efficiently. They reduce vehicle turning speeds by
physically and visually narrowing the roadway. They also provide increased
pedestrian waiting space.
JUNE 2018

Include ramps and curb
extensions for accessibility
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CURB EXTENSIONS (BUMP OUTS)
 Motorists no longer block sight lines;
 Ground cover is kept trimmed to 24 inches;
 Trees are undercut to seven feet;
 Motorists can pull forward to see past parked cars;
 Motorists are able to see pedestrians;
 Keeps speeds under control, especially on turns;
 Creates a new public space;

 Slows traffic in important areas.
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CURB EXTENSIONS (BUMP OUTS)

Curb extensions (bump outs) visually tighten
intersections and shorten crossing times for
pedestrians, thereby improving efficiency for
all modes.
JUNE 2018
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ADVANCE THE HEIGHTS URBAN SYSTEM PLAN
The completed
neighborhood urban
system plan will look at the
entire street system
through The Heights (12th ,
13th , May and Belmont).
This work should make use
of new tools like
roundabouts and
protected bike lanes in
places with restricted
rights-of-way.
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NEXT STEPS: GATHER COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
• What do you think?

• Which ideas do you like?
• Anything to add to the discussion?
• Who else should we hear from?
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Heather Staten
Executive Director
Hood River Valley Residents Committee
(541) 490-5225
heather@hvrc.org
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Dan Burden,
Blue Zones, LLC
(614) 595-0976
dan.burden@bluezones.com

